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Instructions:

Used items:

1 Print the templates for the face and the cap.

2 Then you draw the contours of the face with beard on the wooden body 
shape by means of the pencil.

3 For the face, lighten the colour shade of the nude All-purpose paint with 
a little snow-white All-purpose paint. First, apply this nude colour shade 
using a paintbrush from the paintbrush set. Then paint the beard with the 
snow-white All-purpose paint.

4 Insert the small raw wooden ball onto a toothpick and paint it with the 
cashmere gold Extreme Sheen paint. 

5 Cut the felt cutting for the cap from the felt and glue the seam together 
using the mini hot melt glue gun. Also stick the pompom to the tip.

63 501 505 Wooden shape Body 1 piece
62 496 00  Raw wooden ball FSC 100%, 10 mm ø, half-drilled  1 ball
35 014 617  Extreme Sheen, cashmere gold  1/100 bottle
38 000 512  All-purpose paint, nude 1/100 bottle
38 000 100  All-purpose paint, snow-white  1/100 bottle
38 000 564  All-purpose paint, mouse-grey  1/100 bottle
35 035 576  Multi Liner  1/50 stick
53 000 25  Felt cutting  1/3 cutting
76 512 02  Pompoms, 15 mm  1/60 bag
55 921 102  Plush cord, 8 mm ø 23 cm (17 cm + 6 cm)

Additionally you need:
89 378 00  Craft scissor, 17 cm  1 piece
37 051 000 Paintbrush set Hobby Kreativ, FSC 100%  1 set
33 376 00 Mini hot melt glue gun, low temperature  1 piece
toothpick, pencil, eraser, cutting pattern

6 Put the cap on the body for a test and mark the position where the glue 
should be applied by means of the pencil. Then glue the cap on accordingly.
 
7 At the end, glue the plush cord starting from the cap up to the body.

8 Now paint the eyes with the Multi Liner and glue firmly the golden nose 
and the plush cord (4.5 cm long) as a beard below. Use the snow-white 
All-purpose paint to put light spots in the eyes and paint the mouth using 
the smallest round paintbrush.




